ILS Metadata Advisory Group (ILS MAG)

Reports To: Metadata Strategy and Policy Steering Committee (MSPSC) & ILS System Advisory Group (Library IT)

Advisory Group Charge:

- Maintain core metadata requirements for Voyager
- Coordinate with (and co-report to) ILS System Advisory Group
- Advise on system migrations
- Distribute agendas and minutes
- Forward proposals and recommendations to MSPSC

Membership:

Co-Chairs: Jeanette Norris [1], Jennifer Bazeley [2]

- Mara Caelin [3] (Recording Secretary)
- Francis Lapka [4]
- Scott Matheson [5]
- Kevin Merriman [6]
- Audrey Pearson [7]
- Steelsen Smith [8]
- Yukari Sugiyama [9]
- Patricia Thurston [10]

Frequency of Meetings: Monthly or as needed

Member Selection Method: Members are metadata or systems specialists from multiple departments with responsibility or expert knowledge in MARC, RDA, and other standards that inform data in Yale’s integrated library system.

Term of Service: 2 years, renewable

Source URL: https://web.library.yale.edu/cataloging/committees/ILSMAG
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